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In continental United States and Canada, two of the most likely areas for

expansion of present markets, the word "mullet" has, by being applied to a long

retinue of fishes, largely been deprived of any meaningful identity.

This ambiguity is not restricted to North America, but exists in South

America, Africa and several other widely separated geographical regions.

For instance, the fishes listed below are all listed as mullet in one of

the most widely used and generally respected authorities.1

1. Catoatomnu comiPi2aonL (Lacepede)

No. 736 (page 105)

2. Catto4tomu6 awden6 Jordan and Gilbert

No. 737 (page 105)

3. Efimyzon obZongu6 (Mitchill)

No. 767 (page 109)

4. Moxoatoma papiULo&um (Cope)

No. 769 (page 109)

5. Moxottonma coAegonuA (Cope)

No. 774 (page 110)

6. Moxoa4tom a.utLotum (LeSueur)

No. 781 (page 110)

7. Moxotonma mactotepidotum (LeSueur)

No. 783 (page 111)

1Jordon, David Starr, Barton Warren Evermann and Howard Walton Clark. Check List of
the Fishes and Fishlike Vertebrates of North and Middle America North of the Northern
Boundary of Venezuela and Columbia. Appendix X to the Report of the United States
Commissioner of Fisheries for the Fiscal Year 1928. Originally issued February 1930.



8. Sca/tomyzon ceAvinux (Cope)

No. 791 (page 111)

The above are all members of the Order Eventognathi (Carps), Family

Catostomidae (Suckers and Buffalo fishes), a group not especially noted for edible

qualities.

In addition, a very common but not particularly desirable fish of commerce,

the Carolina Whiting is widely known as Sea Mullet or Ground Mullet.

9. Men-ticit•'.hu6 amevc.anu.6 (Linnaeus)

No. 2719 (page 350)

This fish is found in the Family Sciaenidae.

In the family Mugilidae, several fish are known as "mullet."

10. Magit baieLiUen.5i Agassiz

No, 1985 (page 253)

11., MAgit cephacu4 Linnaeus

No. 1986 (page 253)

12. aue/Aiana cuwtema (Cuvier & Valenciennes)

No. 1987 (page 253)

13. Quet~iana incetil (Hancock)

No. 1988 (page 253)

14. QueAimana gainmadiana (Desmarest)

No. 1991 (page 254)

15. QuaAimana tiichodon (Poey)

No. 1993 (page 254)

16. Dajau4 monticol• (Bancroft)

No. 1995 (page 254)

Whereas, the name "mullet" is applied to widely differing groups of fishes,

the term "Lisa" is restricted to the family Mugilidae, with the only exception being
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a little used and obscure synonym for the tenpounder (Etop6 auvWA Linnaeus). In that

instance it is a compound name, Li6a S&anceaa2 . The fish concerned is not ordinari.ly

eaten. Ninety percent of the small U. S. production of this fish is from Florida and

the animal :.s best known to commercial fishermen who use it as bait.

Thus, the name Lisa is restricted to the group (Mugilidae) in which our

interest lies and is a widely accepted name for the most important scale fish species

(in pounds landed) of Florida's food varieties.

It is the intent of the Florida State Board of Conservation to use the term

Lisa exclusively or, at least for a while, with a parenthetical reference to the

synonym mullet.

This action is being taken to acknowledge the already wide-spread use of the

name Lisa and thus remove unfavorable ramifications of the use of the ambiguous term

mullet.

We have invested a considerable amount of time and money in the research,

development and promotion of canned and smoked Lisa in an effort to bolster the

industry and thus help a vital sector of Florida's economy. The use of the name Lisa

will be an aid in this effort. It might be pointed out that the present vigorous work

on this product is the first large scale attack on a problem that has chronically

afflicted the Florida fishing industry since the Second World War.

The following remarks from the Fisheries Statistics of the United States,

19593, typify the situation and the hopelessness with which it has been viewed since

about 1947.

2Italics denote foreign common name, not genus and species.

3 Power, E. A.

1961 Fishery Statistics of the United States. Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington 25, D. C.
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The mullet fishery along the Florida West Coast continued to
experience difficulties. The catch in this area declined 2 million
pounds (6 percent), while the value declined 308 thousand dollars
or 15 percent. This fishery is prosecuted by numerous individual
fishermen in small craft and has been in severe economic difficulties
for a number of years. The condition seems to grow steadily worse
each year. While stocks of fish are plentiful, there have been no
new methods of catching the fish, nor has processing and packaging
kept pace with modern marketing trends. The plight of mullet
fishermen is one of the great unsolved problems of the fishing
industry.

The following quotation from the 1960 Landings Report4 continues the dismal

recital.

The mullet fishery did not materially improve during the year.
Landings were only 1 percent less than in 1959, but more roe was
salted because of a sagging market for fresh whole fish. The mullet
fishery continued to be a serious problems.

The preparation of this report was prompted by our desire to let the industry,

health authorities, various agencies concerned with the accurate designation of

commodities, and the public generally know of our action and the rationale upon which

it is based.

4power, E. A.
1962 Fishery statistics of the United States, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Washington 25, D. C.
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